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Let us deepen this argument so that our KULIMA Organization always finds new ways to
strengthen itself and to know how to provide better services to the neediest!
According to Stanford University in the US, social innovation is about new solutions to social
and environmental problems that are more effective, efficient, sustainable or fair than existing
solutions. The value created by innovation is reverted primarily to the common good (society)
rather than being appropriated by individuals (private).

A) Innovation in the face of problems encountered in social development programs:
In general, innovations come from people who dare to leave in the housing area, created and
maintained by tradition, have tried not to have research difficulties and have facilities to prepare
proposals, to enter the field of questions with few obvious answers:
"How to tackle the drought problem?", "How to reduce the phenomenon of street children,
giving opportunities for a dignified life, full of opportunities?", "How to end the "How to revitalize the issue of human rights in Mozambican society?", "How to establish in a profitable and
safe way the practice of Microcredit?", "How to guarantee agricultural production throughout
the year? "," How to turn agricultural associations into profitable and market-changing cooperatives? "," How to ensure the sustainability of a social organization? ", among others.
They are all questions with complex answers. For it to take place, you need to:
a) Interest in their solution: feeling the problem, not leaving everything to the boss, the
shift of leadership, leaving the people who only obey without engaging in their solutions.
b) Exchange of ideas: to communicate solutions in a critical and dialogue manner to all
stakeholders, building together, the problem is solved in the common interest and, in
the case of resolution, it will be a victory for all,
c) Ingenuity: launch innovative structures and practices with a dash of ingenuity, letting
fantasy work and above all technical research, not with a "copy and paste" method, but
learning from others and renewing and adapting to the reality that we want to face.

B) Innovation in Society in General, Innovation in our Institution:

The capacity for social innovation is closely linked to the way the organization is structured
internally, that is, the discourse to the external world needs to be reflected in the Institution's
daily life, needs to materialize in practices and management structures that favor this innovation.
Social innovation as proposed by the authors of the social economy takes place mainly on
three fronts:
a) Social innovation, work, and employment: they are innovative actions that act in the

transformations without work, without employment and in the new competencies required by the two essential dimensions in the life of the man;
b) Social innovation and local development: initiatives to mobilize or revitalize places

in decline or social exclusion. This type of work accompanies a dynamic of experiences
that favor local development rather than globalization. It also involves the development
of new forms of governance, such as decentralization policies that favor civil society;
c) Social and health innovation: initiatives to improve the social and health benefits of

the victim to the fight and social exclusion. They also involve work geared toward
changes in the state and new forms of regulation. Social innovations in this perspective
are related to the popular and community dwellings, Centers of Management and Social
Innovation models, care for children and disabled people, among other services to promote social welfare.

Does this leaven of INNOVATION sought in Society, in general, exist in our Institution?
If it is weak, how to revitalize it?

Since its inception, it has always existed, above all at the beginning of its constitution and in
the dynamics of growth that it has had throughout all these years of existence ... respecting the
objectives of its creation, trying to compare itself with the best practices used by other organizations of the Society civil and foreign nationals and by the persistence of staff working a long
time in the Institution. This allowed us to be constantly updated and in tune with the growth of
Mozambican Civil Society, to look for permanent innovations to ensure our freshness, to always be young, in the different phases of our growth.

However, the instrument of social innovation must be the life of all and not only of some staff
of the Institution. Inactive terms, considering the average of the last years, we are 80 people
who guarantee the life of KULIMA, without considering the technicians who carry out specific
programs!

Questions to picture to make our reflection easier:

• Do they all have the same desire for growth?
• Do all seek within their scope to introduce innovations?
• Do everyone feel responsible for the growth of the Institution?
• How to hold members of the governing bodies accountable and engaged?
• How to make departmental members responsible for being committed?

All these questions require the participation of ALL in always seeking new ways so that
we can be effective instruments in the provision of better services for the neediest of our
Mozambican Society!

